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Assembly Instructions: Daybed

Included:
A. Headboard (1)
B. Side Panels (2)
C. Side Rail (1)
D. Slats (5)
E. Screws (6 @ 2.25") 

          (10 @ 1.25")
F. Mattress Decking (2)

Screwdriver or Drill with
Square Drive
Measuring Tape
1-2 People

Tools Needed:

Mattress
Not Included:

Please read all instructions carefully before assembling

Time: 0.5-1hour
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Approx 1.25" and 2"
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1. Place the Headboard (A) in desired location. Align the
right Side Panel (B) with Headboard (A) (see image 1),
ensuring side panel hardware is facing inward (see image
2).

2. Using a screwdriver or drill with a #2 square drive,
attach right Side Panel (B) to Headboard (A) using three
2.25" Screws (E). NOTE: Ensure Side Panel (B) is aligned
properly with Headboard (A) before fully tightening Screws
(E).

3. Repeat for left Side Panel (B), ensuring that metal side
rail brackets are located on the inside of each Side Panel
(B). 4. Attach Side Rail (C) to the daybed by inserting it

into the metal side rail brackets, ensuring the
wooden lip is at the bottom, as this will act as a
shelf for the Wooden Slats (D).

5. Place all Slats (D) on top the side rail and
headboard lips, spaced evenly. Using a tape
measure, ensure that the middle slat is placed in
the middle of the side rail/headboard length, then
distribute other four evenly (see image 3). Using a
screwdriver or drill, screw the end of each slat
down on the Side Rail Lip with the provided 1.25"
Screws (F) (see image 4). 
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46. Place one sheet of Mattress Decking
(F) over half of the Slats (D), ensuring the
center slat is half covered (see image 5).
Place remaining Mattress Decking (F)
over the remaining Slats (D). then, place
remaining sheet of Mattress Decking (F)
over the remaining exposed Slats (D).

7. Final assembled bed will look like
image 6. Place mattress of choice on
top. No box spring needed.
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